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In the small-molecule NMR of natural isotopic abundance samples,
the two-dimensional (2D) HMBC experiment1 stands out as one
of the key NMR experiments in structure determination. While the
basic three-pulse multiple-quantum element has been retained over
the years, the pulse sequence has been refined to include enhanced
low-passJ filters, gradients,2 and a scheme for uniform excitation
over a range of heteronuclear long-range coupling constants.3 HMBC
spectra provide a wealth of correlations over multiple bonds, and
while this on one hand is desirable, it poses the problem of distin-
guishing particularly between two- and three-bond correlations. Pro-
vided that1H spectral crowding is not excessive, a COSY spectrum
is often used to alleviate that problem, but the much better spectral
dispersion offered by, for example,13C, makes it preferable to be
able to differentiate two- and three-bond correlations directly in
an HMBC-type 2D spectrum.

We report a novel experiment, H2BC (Figure 1), leading to such
an HMBC-type spectrum almost exclusively showing only two-
bond correlations and markedly also two-bond correlations that are
absent in HMBC spectra. Conceptually, H2BC can be understood
as an HMQC-COSY combination4 tailored to the needs of small-
molecule heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy. A low-passJ filter5,6

suppresses one-bond correlations after coherence transfer from13C-
attached protons to non-13C-attached protons.

The new H2BC experiment relies on1JCH and nJHH couplings
for coherence transfer and is fully independent of long-rangenJCH

couplings, that is, the HMBC amplitude factor sin(π nJCH∆), where
∆ is the usual HMBC-type excitation delay, is absent from the peak
intensity expressions. Furthermore, heteronuclear decoupling is
employed during acquisition, which compares favorably with
HMBC where either the peaks are antiphase with respect tonJCH

or an additional refocusing delay∆ is introduced contributing
another factor sin(π nJCH∆) from refocusingnJCH. A constant-time7

setup suppresses all homo- and heteronuclear couplings in the
indirect dimension of the experiment. Finally, other benefits over
HMBC are that H2BC spectra exhibit pure absorption peak shapes
and that the pulse sequence is significantly shorter.

The critical dependence on long-range coupling constants of the
intensity expression for a peak between13C spinj and1H spink is

where the product of the cosines also includes possible geminal
coupling constants,2J(HjHj). The setting of the constant-time delay
T to build up coherence antiphase with respect to a single other
protonk is a compromise between decreasing cosine factors and
an increasing sine factor. In practice, we have found that apart from
peaks associated with vanishing cosine factors in eq 1 or absence
of 2JHH, H2BC spectra are typically rather insensitive toT in the
range 14< T < 22 ms. Finally, note that eq 1 is not symmetric
with respect to permutation of indicesj andk.

H2BC spectra only show peaks involving protonated13C spins
j, but the1H spin k of the correlation can be attached to any type
of atom provided that3J(HjHk) does not vanish. The peaks are
antiphase with respect to3J(HjHk) in the acquisition dimension.

The discrimination between two- and three-bond correlation in
H2BC is based solely on the size ofnJHH coupling constants, and
as these do not uniformly vanish forn > 3, there is no absolute
guarantee that a peak in an H2BC spectrum represents a two-bond
correlation. However, as a rule of thumb, correlations that are strong
in an H2BC spectrum and weak in an HMBC spectrum indicate
two-bond correlations, while vice versa is indicative of a three-
bond correlation. Possible remaining ambiguities associated with
peaks of similar intensities in H2BC and HMBC must be resolved
based on the clear two- and three-bond assignments.

In Figure 2, a comparison between an H2BC (Figure 2a) and an
HMBC (Figure 2b) spectrum of strychnine recorded under identical
conditions and using the same contour levels is shown. The spectra
are quite complementary, as Figure 2a shows all possible two-bond
correlations and only 3 three-bond peaks (C14/H22, C22/H14, and
C3/H1) caused by nonvanishing4J(H14-H22) and4J(H1-H3), while
in Figure 2b, eight two-bond peaks are missing (indicated by boxes)
and there are many three-bond correlations.

The almost exclusivity of two-bond correlations in H2BC makes
it possible to extract INADEQUATE-type connectivity information
by overlaying H2BC and HSQC spectra, as illustrated in Figure 3,
with spectra of strychnine with the chains 1-4, 11(8)-16, and 17-
18 marked.

The complementarity of HSQC, H2BC, and HMBC spectra could
prove valuable for a semi-automated analysis of this package of
spectra based on the H2BC-HMBC rule of thumb mentioned above
and the unique one-bond correlations in HSQC.

I ∝ sin{πJ(HjHk)T}∏
i*k

cos{πJ(HjHi)T} (1)

Figure 1. Pulse sequence H2BC with a 3rd order low-passJ filter for
correlating1H and 13C nuclei via1JCH and 1H-1H couplings. Filled and
open bars refer toπ/2 andπ pulses, respectively, while the dashed boxes
represent13C decoupling.τ1 ) 1/2 [1Jmin + 0.07(1Jmax - 1Jmin)]-1, τ ) τ2 )
[1Jmax + 1Jmin]-1, τ3 ) 1/2 [1Jmax - 0.07(1Jmax - 1Jmin)]-1, andδ′ ) δ +
t(πH) whereδ is the gradient delay.T denotes the constant-time delay. The
gradient strengthG1 is G and-G for echo and antiecho selection, respect-
ively. The recommended phase cycle isæ1 ) {x, -x, -x, x}, æ2 ) {x, x,
4(-x), x, x}, æ3 ) {4(x), 4(y), 4(-x), 4(-y)} with receiver phase{x, -x}.
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H2BC is not the first attempt at distinguishing two- and three-
bond correlations in HMBC spectra.8 However, earlier attempts
based on the HMBC pulse sequence fail to enhance two-bond
correlations.

In conclusion, we have introduced a new experiment for1H-
13C heteronuclear two-bond correlation that is highly complementary
to HMBC and allows INADEQUATE-type walks requiring only
molecules with a single13C nucleus.
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Figure 2. (a) H2BC (T ) 21.9 ms) and (b) HMBC (∆ ) 65 ms) spectra
of strychnine dissolved in CDCl3 and recorded on a Bruker 600 MHz
spectrometer with 3rd order low-passJ filters set for the range 125 Hz<
1J < 170 Hz, data matrix (512, 2k) linear predicted to (1k, 4k) prior to 2D
FT, cosine window function int1 and aπ/4 shifted sine bell int2, relaxation
delay 2 s. Boxes indicate the eight two-bond peaks missing in HMBC. (c-
f) Selected sections through the two spectra at the positions of the13C nuclei
indicated and with the lowest contour level employed in (a-b) marked on
the vertical borders.

Figure 3. (a) Strychnine structure, (b-c) excerpts of overlaid HSQC (green)
and H2BC (red, same data as in Figure 2) spectra of strychnine.
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